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A descrlptlon 1s given of tests made to CLetemne the effect of snarl 
on the performance of a quarter-scale model of a typlcal turbo-Jet engine 
exhaust system and propellulg nozzle. The losses in the system were derived 
from drrect measuremnt of the thrust. 

The non-d~nzns~onsl thrust, expressed m terms of the nozzle arca snd 
the total pressure at Inlet to the exhaust tiffuser, was fxnxl to vary 
linearly with the ratlo of amblent to inlet total pressures. At an expsnslon 
rat10 of 21, the thrust with 40" of lnlot swirl was only 4/7 of that with 
zero swirl, but smce an mcrease of smrl angle had the effect of rcduclng 
the au mass flow, the thrust per unit of au flov was reduced to 5/7 of the 
zero swrrl value. 

Tests made at reduced pressure showed that to a sufficiently good 
approxlmatlon the pressure loss factor was a fun&Ion of (Rc)-O*J where Re is 
the Reynolds No. based on the nozzle alameter 3nd nozzle exit conditions. 

An exhaust arrangement sutable for use with reheat, UI whxh ihe Jet 
pipe dxuwter was equal to the turbine cutslde dxameter, was found to have G 
lower overall loss factor than the stan&.rd system for ulet Mach Nos. less 
than 0.6, but at higher velocltx s It was necessary to use a longer bullet to 
malntaln this superzonty. 

An annular nozzle was found to give slightly over S$ more thrust at the 
ohokwg condltlon than the stand.ard system for the sam? au mass flow. 

The use of thin, cambered &ruts for supporting the tiffuser bullet 
resulted m zncreased thrust at large swirl angles. 
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1 .o Introductmn 

Measurements of the losses in exhaust systems for turbo-jet engmes were 
made in 1941 by Reeman (Ref.1) with the object of obtalnlng lnformatlon for 
design purposes. In these tests Reeman lnvestlgated the effect on the losses 
of the casing and bullet shapes and the amount of tiffuslon between the tur- 
blne exit annulus and Jet pipe, covermg a range of Inlet Mach numbers from 
0.3 to 1.0. He also briefly lnvestlgated the effects of swirl and. the losses 
caused by the struts supportlng the centre bullet, It was concluded that the 
losses m an exhaust cone without struts and v:ulth no sw~l were mainly those 
due to slan frz.ctlon and that the most satisfactory and practloal deszgn of 
dlffuser was one using a straight-sded cuter casing of 12' included angle z.n 
COnJmOtlCn w.th a conlcal bullet, the area ratlo (turbine exit annulus: Jet 
pipe) being 0.8. 

Virtually no systematic work on exhaust system performvlce was done 
after the publlcatlon of Reeman's paper and w.th the development of engines 
of hrgher performance It was thought deszable to re-open the lnvestlgatron, 
psylng particular attention to the effects of swirl. The present Report des- 
crlbes this work. 

2.0 Description of Test Rig and Instrumentation 

From the outset It was felt desrrable to use a test rig on which thrust 
oould be measured &redly. In this nw the performance 0:' the various 
systems tested cculd be compared In terms of the most lmportsnt parameter, 
thrust, and mch tedious traversing avoided.. It was also dec~.ded that the 
range of test conditions should include choking of th- propelling nozzle and 
hence It was neoessary to use metal rather than wood for the constructzon of 
the test model. St was partly cwlng to the necessity for the use of metal, 
but else because Reeman's tests had covered the subject fazrly extensively, 
that It was deeded not to lnvestzgate the effects of bullet and. casing shape 
but to confLne testing to a single model representing a "typicd" exhaust 
system, 

Fig. I shows a side elevation of the test ng. Air was mtroduced into 
the rig through a 90' cascaded bend. thus ensuring that the entering a;Lr had 
no momentum component along the line of a&Ion of the thrust. The restraining 
force necessary to wntaln the rig in Its equdibrlum posltlon was, there- 
fore, equal to the gross thrust. 

Flexibility in the inlet duct was provided by two freely prvoted Joints 
which were sealed by means of U-section asbestos rmgs held In place by the 
.aa pressure. The downstream end of the rig was supported by a cable sus- 
pended from the roof of the test cell and long-Ltudlnsl guide ra.ds mng 
between ball bearings were provded to prevent lateral osoillatlon. 

The thrust was measured by a spring balance, turnbuckles being used to 
compensate for the extension of the balance and restraltnng cable thus en- 
abllng the ng to be maltaned. m Its zero posltlon as the thrust mncreased. 

The beslo exhaust system design chosen for test consisted of a tiffuser 
hwvmg a straght-sded outer os.slng of q2' zncludea angle and a comonl 
bullet of 32' apex angle, a jet pipe of length:&s&+cer ratlo 2.2 and. a con- 
ic,d propelling nozzle havzng an included angle of 20'. The relat.tlve floT< 
amas were ohcsen after makrng a survey of enstmg enane dcs1gns, the values 
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Area of turbine exit annulus = 0 760 
Jet pipe area . 

Nozzle area 

Jet pipe area 
= 0.754 

Two geometrxally slrmlar models were manufactured, the sizes being =n 
the ratlo 4:3. The d..wmeter of the propellmg nozzle of' the smaller model was 
chosen to enable choking oondltlons to be aohleved, the mexlmm thrust being 
lez than 500 lb. so that It could be reoorded on en exwtrng spring balance. 
l'hc larger model was budt with the IntentIon of maklng detailed mnvestlga- 
tlons of the losses by means of traverses and Its propelling nozzle was too 
large to enable choking conclltlons to be reached. The models are illustrated 
m Elg.2. 

The Reynolds No. range covered by the tests on the smaller mode1ws.s 
s~nnlar to that of ;*n engine four times the size. At choking oondltlons the 
model Reynolds No., 

i 
ased on the nozzle exit conditions and dzameter was 

approxlmate1y 2 x IO . 

Swzrl was lntroiiuoed Into the lncodng a~ by means of 36 untwisted 

sheet metal vsnes of 29' camber havxng a pltch:chord ratio of 1.15 at mean 
alameter. A lmnkage enabled the lncdence of all the vanes to be changed 
slmulteneously whilst the rig was In operation. The inner and outer d_rameters 
of the vanes were identlosl unth those of the xnlet annulus of the large test 
model, the hameter ratlo bexng 0.65. When tht. small test nmdel was used, 
adaptors were fltted to the Inner and outer walls as shown In Plg.2b. 

St&x tapplngs were provd.ed on the outer easing m planes Just up- 
stream of the diffuser entry, at each end of the Jet pipe sd. at the nozzle 
outlet, but as explained In para.5.1 these statlo pressure measurements were 
not used Ln the calculation of the performance. A cyllndrxal pltot tube 
spanned the jet pipe at Its downstream end. Two bosses, spaced olrcumferen- 
tlally at 90" and in the plane of the Inlet stat.tlc holes, were provCid on 
the outer oaslng to acoommodate a ywmeter and total head tube. The entire 
rig downstream of the swirl v3nec u could be rotated about Its longltudlnal 
axxs to enable the oircumfer~nt~a.1 varlrtlon of inlet total pressure ad. 
svnrl La.ngle to be deterrmned. 

3.0 i'rellminar y Tests 

Prelimrnary tests were made to deterrmne the dlstrlbutlon of total 
pressure and swirl a&e around the Inlet annulus. It was ooncluded that 
varlatlons m these quantrtles could reasonably be neglected end so, to 
ellrmnate laborious traversing, the inlet condltlons were deterrmned from 
single point rea&ngs mth the total head and yawmeter tubes placed at md- 
annulus height. 

Tests made to discover If any hysteresis could be detected In values of 
thrust determined wxth increasing and deoreas~ng air flows gave a negative 
result and it was oonoluded that frxtlon In the flexible Joints was m- 
sufflclent to affeot the measured~thrd. A slrmlar oonclusion was drawn 
from a test In whxh the rig was pressurised vvlth the exhaust outlet blocked to 
deternnne the effect on the thrust balawe of the force exerted by the sealing 
rings m the fler;ible joints. 
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4.0 Testing Technique 

Tests were made at oonstant inlet swirl angle over a range of inlet 
MachNos. up to that corresponding to choking of the propelling nozzle. 
Values of air mass,flow, thrust, inlet total and static pressures, inlet swirl 
angle and the static pressures at each end of the jet pipe and at the nozzle 
outlet were all determaned for each Mach No. As the sx mass flow was in- 
creased the setting of the inlet swirl vanes had to be changed slightly to 
maintain a constant air angle. At the conclusion of the tests the thrust 
balance was calibrated by applying known loads to the model, the yaw-meter zero 
obtained from a test u"ath the stir1 vanes removed and the air meter calibrated 
by traversing the jet pipe with the diffuser bullet and swirl vanes removed. 

5.0 Tests usmg Small Model 

All tests discussed in this section were obtained with the model show 
in Fig.%. 

5.1 Standard System without Bullet Support Struts 

Figs. 3 and 4 show respective1 the non-dimensional thrust, l?/&+Plt, ana 
the thrust per unit mass flow, F/Q Tit, plotted against Pa/Pit, the inverse f- 
of the expansion ratio, for values of inlet swirl ranging from 0' to 40". 
FromFig. 3 it is evlaent that, for constant swirl angle, a linear relation- 
ship exists between F/A4Plt and Ps/Plt, a result which agrees with tests made 
on smple nozzles wxth non-swirling air. Also shown on Fig. 3 are values of 
P/&Pit corresponding to iscntropic flow in a nozzle navmg an area ratio 
appropriate to the expansion ratio considered. This curve does not therefore 
apply to a specific nozzle of fixed dirrensions, but to one of infinitely 
variable area ratio. 

It is convenient to define a "thrust coefficient" as the ratio of the 
actual thrust to that which could be obtained from an ideal nozzle without 
svnrl operating at the same inlet conditions. Values of thrust coefficient 
for typical oon&tions are shown in Table I below:- 

TABLE I 

Variation of thrust coefficient with Swirl Angle 

Smrl Angle 1 /IO’/ 20°1 30°1 40”1 00 Smrl Angle 00 100 200 30" 4o" 
d d 

0.868 0.868 0.840 0.840 0.798 0.798 0.656 0.656 0.474 0.474 

0.909 o.yoy 0.880 0.880 0.845 0.845 0.700 0.700 0.516 0.516 

Before the overall pressure loss factor, (Pit - P&)/(Plt -Pls), could be 
calculated, It was necessary to define the methods by which P&t andPls were to 
be obtained, In view of the existence of radial variations of static pressure 
when swirl was present, it was decided to ignore the measured values of static 
pressure, which were obtoxred from wall tappings, and to calculate the mean 
inlet statrc, Pjs, from the measure& mass flow and total pressure snd to 
assume the nmsn nozzle outlet static, P4s, to be equal to the smbient pressure. 
The nozzle exit total pressure, 
(see Appendxc.). 

P4+., was oalculated from the measured thrust 
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i+'lg. 5 shrews the overall loss factor, (Pit -P~+t)/(Plt -?.?I~), plotted 
agaust inlet Mach No., Ml, for lmes of constant sxwl angle. At low Hach 
Nos. the loss remx~ns sensibly constant, but there 1s a tendency for -t to in- 
crease sharply as Ml exceeds 0.6. Since XI derxvmg thrs loss factor It IS 
assumed that there 1s effectively no sl~lrl at the nozzle exit plnne, a com- 
panson l?ith the losses obtauxxi from traverses can only be made at the zero 
surl condltlon. 

It was found that mndlvdual values of loss factor calculated from the 
test measurements exhlblted consderable scatter when plotted, and. so the mean 
curves shown in Fig. 5 were obtarned from smoothed values. The method of 
aolng this a.16 the reasons for the scatter are descrlbea ~1 the Appendxc. 

'Ihe losses shown in Pig. 5 are overall values and uxlude the losses In 
the propelling nozzle, so in or&r that the relative proportions of the losses 
m the diffuser and. jet pipe and m the nozzle could be assessed for the zero 
swml case, a test was made rrlth the swrl vanes and bullet removed. The mean 
total pressure at the end of the Jet pipe, Pjt, was then aetercllnea from 
traverses and the nozzle outlet total pressure, Pht, obtained as previously 
from the measurea thrust. The results are sunura.rz.ed In Table II below:- 

TAIm II 

Relative losses In nozkle and exhaust system 

M4 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 
0.9 

0.518 

0.584 

0.638 

0.675 

Loss /(P4t-P4s) y? overall loss 
due to nozzle = 

Nozzle Complete (Pjt-Pqt)/(Plt-~~4t)X lOc$ 
alone system 

0.056 0.204 27.5 

0.056 0.204 27.5 

0.055 0.204 27.0 

0.051 0.197 25.9 

Values of loss factor for the nozzle alone, expressed m terms of the 
entry dynamu3 pressure, are shown super1mp0sca on F1g. 5. 

The sharp rise mn loss factor for the complete model notlcable XI Flg.5 
1s attributed to ucreased losses in the tiffuser suwe the nozzle loss fx- 
tor uxreases only sll&htly as the exit hiach No. approaches uxty. 

The vnrlatlon with pressure ratio of the lsentropx expansion effxiency 
in the nozzle and the dxcharge coeff-iaent are shown LnFlg. 6. 

5.2 Tests at Sub-Atmospherlo Pressure 

In order to uwestlgate the effects of Reynolds No. bn the performwoe, 
son2 tests were made at reduced. pressure uszng an eJector rig. The tests 
were made at an u&?t static pressure of 0.5 atm., thx, pressure bang chosen 
as It enabled a wide range of entry Mach Nos. to be obtaned vslth the ejector 
avaIlable. As In previous tests, losses were measured for svnrl angles 
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varyme, between O" and 40'. Smce a "connected" r1.g had to be used, thrust 
could not be measured and the losses were therefore determned directly as the 
pressure difference between a single fixed pitot tube at inlet, yawed m the 
dlreotlon of flow, and a second tube which was traversed across the downstream 
end of the Jet pipe. This latter tube was set at the correct angle by rotat- 
mg It until the minmum value of loss was recorded. 

The results of these tests are given in Fig. 7 which shows that for 
swirl angles up to 20' the loss factor does not vary with inlet Mach No., MI, 
but at greater swirl angles it decreases as MI increases. This result IS in 
agreement mth sma1s.r tests made with the rig exhausting to atmosphere. 
Fig. 8 shows the variation of' the loss factor with swirl angle for the two 
cases. Also shown on this graph is a single point representing the loss fsc- 
tar calculated from thrust measurement for the case of zero swirl. Agreement 
between this and the value calculated from the traverses is seen to be good. 

In Fig. 9 the loss factor is plotted against Reynolds No. for sero 
swirl conditions and from ths it will be seen that the loss increases 
roughly 2% as Re changes from 2 x 106 to 0.75 x 106. A working formula for 
the range 0.8 x 106 G Re < 2.0 x 106 IS:- 

P.lt - I'3t 0.18 

Pit -PI, = (Re/lT 

5.3 Tests with Reheat-Type Jet Pipe 

When an engine IS fitted with reheat it is custmary to retain the 
original exhaust diffuser and add an additional conical diffuser to lead in 
to the larger size of jet pipe required for the reheat installation. Super- 
ficially, this would seem to involve excessive length and tests were therefore 
made to deternnne the losses of a system utilimng a conical bullet in a Jet 
pipe of constant diameter equal to that of the turbine outsde d&meter. 

Your bullets of different lengthswere tested, their relative dimensions 
being as shown in Fig. 10. The results of these tests, which were made with- 
out svml, are given in Fig. 11 which shows the varmtmn of overall loss fac- 
tor 91th rnlet Mach No., Ml. In general, the increase of loss factor with XI 
is greater than IS the case for the standard bullet snd. jet pipe, the per- 
formance of iihich is represented by the dotted line. As would be expected, 
lengthenng the bullet produces a progressive reduction of loss. 

5.4 Annular Noesle Tests 

In some installations a Jet pipe my not be required and in these cases 
some gain in performance should be made possible by the use of an annular 
nozzle. To verify this, a nozzle was constructed having an annulus area equal 
to that of the original circular nozzle and this was tested in conJunction 
with three of the conical bullets used for the tests described in para. 5.3. 
The relative dimensions of the rig are given in Fig. 12 and its performance in 
terms of non-dmensmnal thrust and thrust' per unit am mass flow in Figs. 13 
and. 14 respect-Lvely. 

Fig. 13 shows that the bullet length only influences the thrust at ex- 
pansion ratios above the critical and even then the effect is small. In Fig. 
14 the perfknance is expressed in term of thrust per unit air mass flow and 
it is evident that here a slight advantage is to be gained by using a long 
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bullet. However, these results refer to static tests and It 1s to be ex- 
pected that m flqht the bullet shape would exert an important ~Y?luence on 
the overall drag. A comparison of the performance of the annular nozzle Zen 
conjunction with the long bullet w:th that of the standard rig 1s shown m 
Table lli below:- 

Annular Nozzle Performance at Zero Swirl Conbtlons 

P/A.!? F/O, 

5 t anaara AMUlW Standard 

0.304 0.338 1.07 

0.471 0.510 1.43 

0.683 0.693 1.84 

0.788 

1 

1.12 

I.47 

1.80 

2.12 

6.0 Tests usmp: Large Model 

Although, as mentioned in para. 2.0, It was or~gmsJ.ly mtended to use 
the lsrye model for d&add lnvcstigatlons by means of traverses mto the 
oauses of loss, this obJectlve was not achieved and testing was manly con- 
fined to the sr~all model. Those tests wl~ch were made using the large model 
are recorded below. 

6.1 Jet Pipe Traverses 

'lotal head traverses were made across the downstream end of the Jet pxpe 
in a plane ~mmedlately upstream fromthF= commencement of tho propellxng nozzle. 
Typ1cs.I results are given In Fig. 15 whvh-ch shows the vardc~on of loss factor 
(P1t -P3tMPlt - PI,) across the pipe, It 1s obvious that two dxtmnct 
reg:lons exist, (a) one of low loss at approximately half wsy between the wall 
and the centre of the pipe and (b) a zone of hqh loss sltuated on the pipe 
axlS. 

As the svnrl angle IS increased from zero to about IO0 (a) zncreases at 
the cxpcnse of (b) but thereafter losses m the central region Increase 
rWQ1d.ly. This effect could be observed visually, more particularly with the 
~~11 mdel when operating at expansion ratzos approaching the or1tlos.l. The 
temperature drop in the high 10s s region was then sufficient to cause the 
water vapour present ln the s1r to condense out as rmnute Ice crystals which 
were vxlble against a dark background as a blue-grey haze. The haze had. the 
appearance of a rod lying along the sxls of the Jet and as the smlrl angle 
lncreascd so also did the drameter of the haze core. The effect was recorded 
ph?tugraphlcully when some shadowgraph plotures of the Jet were taken, the 
high loss reg-Lon appearing as a dark area on the photograph. 

6.2 Effect of Support Struts on Thru& 

Some brief tests were made vsrth three sheet metal struts xnserted be- 
tween the bullet and the outer casing with the obJect of lnvestlgatmg thexr 
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their effect on thrust. The struts hsd a camber of 7', a thlckness:chord 
rata0 of 3 and were set at an inlet angle of 7'. The leading edge was approx- 
imately 0.9 chord lengths downstream of the dlffuser entry. 

Tests were made at constant Inlet swrrl angle and varymg ml& Mach No. 
for mm1 angles between zero and LO"', typical results bemg shown in Fig. 16 
in vrhloh non-dmenslonal thrust, F/A&Plt, is plotted agamst swirl angle for 
values of Pe,&qt of 0.6 and 0.8. Par swirl angles up to IO0 the mfluence of 
the struts 1s seen to be mall but at large smrl angles a greater thrust as 
obtamed wath the struts fitted.. Thrs effect IS ascribed to the stralghtenmg 
effect of the struts whach causes a reductaon in the radml component of 
velocaty an the jet and so increases the thrust, 

7.0 Dascuss~on of results and conclusions 

The mam obJectlve of the work described m this report was to Investa- 
gate the magaatude of the losses m a typmal exhaust system resultmg from 
residual smrl from the turbme. The results my be sumrnar~sed as follows:- 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The non-dimensmnal thrust, expressed in terms of the nozzle area 
and total pressure at mlet to the &ffuser, varies lmearly with 
the ratlo of a&lent to rnlet total pressure. At an overall ex- 
psnslon ratlo of 2:l the model mthout bullet support struts gives 
z- less thrust mth 20' of mlet smrl than It does mth no svrirl 
and this loss rases to 4TL with 40' of smrl. 

At eero swirl and an mlet Mach No. of 0.6, the pressure loss for 
the diffuser and Jet pipe 1s I@ of the anlet dynamac pressure, 
but this rases to 22)> at condataons correspondmg to choking m 
the propelling nozzle. The corresponding values for expsnswn 
effloaenoy an the noeele are 97.G and 97,s respectively. 

At zero snarl the effect of Reynolds No. on the losses in the 
daffuser and Jet pipe can be represented approxxw.tely by the 
forrmla: 

Pit - p3t = 0.18 

P't - p's 
( ) 
Re/, 06 

0.3 

for 0.8 x 106 c Re < 2.0 x IO6 

V/here Re 1s the Reynolds No. based on the propelling nozzle 
illsmeter and noesle exit condataons. 

ReplacIng the standard diffuser by a jet pipe having a hameter 
equal to the turbine outside daameter gxves a possible reheat 
system for whrch the overall loss factor is lower thsn for the 
standard arrangement for Inlet Mach Nos. less than 0.6, but in 
order to maintatn thas xaprovewnt when the propelling nossle 
is choked It 1s necessary to lengthen the bullet by approxa- 
mately 3$. 

At chokmg oondltlons sn annular nozzle gives slqhtly over 36 
more thrust than the standard exhaust system for the s- ar 
mass flow. 
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(6) The presence of thm, cambered bullet support struts does not 
affect the thrust when the marl angle is less than IO', but with 
greater srnrl more thrust IL obtxmed wth thz dxwts r'ltted. 

w Author 

1 J.Reem.n 

Title 

"Tests on exhaust ducts for Jet prop~lnlon unltd’. 
R.A.X. Report No. E.3951 August, 1942. 
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Defmxtwn of Loss i"actor 

The overall loss factor of the exhaust system 1s def]ned as the loss of 
total pressure between ~&.nes oorrespordmg tu the turbmi: outlet and the pro- 
pellmg nozzle exit dlvlded by the ml& dymmc przssuro macured m the 
duectmn of flow. Since, for most o: thz tests dcscr~bd 12 this Report, no 

direct determnat1ons of pressure loss by travarsmg W~I‘J ma&, the loss E,?c- 
tor was calculated m the mmner set mt below:- 

Method of calculatmg loss factor 

Symbo-ts 

Am I'lass Flow Q 
Svnrl angle at xd.ct 0 
Inlet Total Prexure mt 
Inlet Total Tcmper.dxwo Tit 
Inlet Stat10 17rcssure 13 ,q 
Inkt Area *I 
Gross Thrust 
Nozzle outlet ctdac pressure 

YE 

Nozzle outlet area 
P4$* 
&r. 

Amblent pressure l'a 

(I) Determine t,cEP,t and hence f1r.d Inlet Mxh No. MI and statlo 

pressure PI s 

(2) Momentum thrust 

(3) Jet Mach No. 

(4) Nozzle outlet 
total pressure 

P4t = 1T4s x P4JP4, 

(5) Overall loss 
factor 

Pit - P4t 
=p,t -PI, 

In the mthotl of calculation glvcn above the overall prewure lclss 1s 
obta_med as the dd'ferznce between two separately obtarmd quantxtles, Pit 
al.4 qt. In the tcstc duscrzbed this difference varied bctwcen l& and 9,: of 
Pit and. hence small errors In either Pit or P4t viere reflected m large 

Y Although the statx pressurt ~1 the plnne of the noz-le exit, l?ks, was 
measure& by means of ml1 tapymgs, the values so obtsxxd. weri not used 
m caloulatlon as they were not rcprcsmtat.tlve of the mean pressure, 
particularly at large smrl angles. All the results given Ln this Report 
have been odculatcd assumng ~‘4~ = P,. 
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vcar1at10ns of loss factor. As a result, the values of loss factor calculated 
dmxtly f’ron: the test measurements exhlblted consirIerable scatter when 
plotted agamst mlet Mach No. and to overcone this dd?Wxlty “smoothed” 
values of Pit, Pj++,, (Pit - Pqs) and Ml were obtamed by plottmg each &g-llnst 
a reference pressure, such as upstream total pressure. Xesn values of the 
loss factor found m this way are shown by the curves of r’q. 5. 
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